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MIA Laboratories Announce "The Musiqual Series MKII Plug-Ins"

MIA Laboratories and Distribution partner Plugivery announce the

availability of MIA Lab's Musiqual Red, Green, and Blue MKII plug-ins

Musiqual Red MKII is an analogue tube flavoured, single band EQ. It possesses a

strong Tube flavour, boasting 31 pre-set frequency bands very familiar to Tube

enthusiasts, across generations. The way that adds or subtracts colour is however

more intense, while accompanied by a profound change in timbre. Its sound is of

the type that the passionate Tube enthusiast lives for.

Musiqual Red MKII is destined to bring up sweet memories of historical and beloved

equalizers to the older generation of sound engineers.

Musiqual Green MKII is a semi parametric EQ, delivering a fairly transparent sound

with the ‘transistor’ flavour that is so characteristic of analogue technology.

'Colouring' choice is soft and discrete, handing over complete control of the level of

'colouring' to the user. Musiqual GREEN liberates the user by not restricting one into

preset bands, therefore leaving them complete access to the full frequency range.

Musiqual Green MKII adds or subtracts colour, providing that classical, yet still so

interesting, 1990’s sound.

Musiqual Blue MKII is committed to deliver a digital – yet so analogue – equalisation,
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with a very vivid flavour one can almost 'taste'. An exquisite EQ with 16 bands to

choose from, forged from the experience gained over countless working hours on

Class A analogue equipment. It allows the user to add or subtract basic frequencies

without the usual digital restrictions.

Musiqual Blue MKII boasts sound colouring options that assist the musical analogies

of harmonics, while providing precise control over the intensity of these harmonic

frequencies. Its coloration capability is one essential feature among many others,

giving this digital tool and its user the ‘magical power’ to recreate the much

respected and celebrated analogue sound of the pre-digital era.

What's New with MKII:

The Musiqual tools encapsulate all the characteristics and inner workings of their

analog counterparts, and provide the user with a simple way to achieve the perfect

combination of tone and color.

The new MKII Series Plug-ins expand upon the original SE designs with new

features, including :

Input/Output Control

Harmonic Distortion (Tube-Transistor-ClassA)

A Compressor

Right click to input values

New Resizable GUIs

VST3 Support

Improved CPU Performance

Pricing & Availability:

Musiqual Red, Green, and Blue MKII (each)

List Price: $49

Introductory Promo: $29

An introductory promotion shall be available from Tuesday May 18th, through May

23rd, 2020, at the highlighted price above.

MIA Laboratories' plug-ins are available through all reputable pro audio resellers

worldwide via Plugivery Distribution: plugivery.com/about/dealers

www.mialaboratories.com

www.plugivery.com
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